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B L Acoustics Ltd offers a smart approach to Design and 
Technology for Industrial Audio Systems.  Even the smallest 
detail can play a key factor in the smooth operation and 
performance of operation critical systems and we provide 
the highest level of consideration at every stage. 
 

Airport & Transport 
Public Address & Voice Alarm 

For over 10 years B L Acoustics Ltd has successfully maintained 
the majority of the mainline railway stations in London. The 
provision of thorough servicing and rapid response has enabled 
us to extend the usage of the critical systems way beyond their 
intended design life.   LONDON MAINLINE STATIONS 

 STANSTED AIRPORT FIRE STATION 

B L Acoustics Ltd have installed the replacement Emergency 
PA and Crash Alarm system, based on the ASL VAR20 Series 
and is designed to vary sound levels and to be competitive 
with all of the locally produced alarms and noises.  The 
automatic noise sensing is advanced and ensures a 
competitive response and through this provides intelligible 
PA communications for all locations. A recording facility 
offering up to 64 channels of recording either continuously 
or voice activated recording.  This facility records every 
announcement from PA to Crash Alert and Radio activities on 
separate channels. The facility is a moderately priced 
solution which offers exactly the same facilities as far more 
expensive solutions but at a fraction of the cost.   

 ACOUSTIC MODELLING 

Public transport hubs are notorious for being challenging 
acoustic areas. Acoustically modelling an area will show 
the need for a specific loudspeaker layout design that will 
provide more intelligible performance.  B L Acoustics Ltd 
can also measure the RASTI and RT60 levels of an area to 
confirm performance through occupational sound 
measurement. Using the computer based acoustic 
modelling system operated by a qualified acoustician we 
are able to have a confidence and give assurances of the 
system performance.  

   PORT OF FELIXSTOWE 

B L Acoustics Ltd currently maintains the large public 
address system at Felixstowe docks.  The system is a large 
networked system consisting of multiple Baldwin Boxall/TOA 
racks spread out over several square miles of open areas 
and buildings.  We have demonstrated the ability for both 
design/install and reverse-engineer complex, networked 
audio systems. 
 


